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A b s t r a c t  . S t r e s z c z e n i ©

It is shown how to define formaily certain characteristic 
features of the progress of behaviours in a global time and how 
to derive such features in a compositional way. Behaviours and 
their progress in time are represented by event structures with 
some additional information about the laps© of time.

O PEWNYCH CZASOWYCH CHARAKTERYSTYKACH PROCESÓW

W pracy sformułowano definicjo niektórych czasowych charakterystyk 
procesów i podano modularne sposoby wyznaczania takich 
charakterystyk. Procesy i ich przebiegi w czasie są modelowane 
prez struktury zdarzeń z dodatkową informacją o upływie czasu.

K e y  w o r d s :  behaviour, configuration, event, action,
configuration structure, timed behaviour, 
timed action, enabling time, execution 
time, timed configuration structure, 
snapshots, waiting, eagerness, fastness, 
composi ti onali ty.
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MOTIVATI ON
One of the main purposes of modelling complex behaviours is to 

analyze their properties. A minimum one usually needs for dealing 
with such properties is the information about causality and 
branching. This is reflected in the most basic models like Petri 
nets and event structures. However, not all can be achieved only 
with the information about causality and branching. In 
particular, there are properties which cannot be deduced without 
somo extra information about the lapse of time. We can illustrate 
this on a simple example.

Consider a Petri net as sketched in figure 1. Such a net 
represents the behaviour of a collection of sequential cyclic 
processes, where the cycle of a process contains a critical 
section (CS) and a private activity (PA). The processes are 
arranged into a circle and the access to the critical section is 
regulated by a token circulating along the circle in the sense 
that only the process which currently possesses the token can 
access its critical section. Each process has a private servant 
for passing the token (PT> to the neighbour d.uring the private 
activity, and it must suspend this servant (SS) in order to be 
able to take the token (TT) and start a new cycle.

Observe that, using a representation like this, it is 
impossible to prove that the servants cannot be all the time only 
passing the token among them thus preventing processes from any 
progress. On the other hand, the respective property can easily 
be shown assuming that each transition takes a finite positive 
amount of time and that all transitions are executed as early as 
possible. Indeed, if a process is ready to suspend its servant 
(a token in 4) then sooner or later the circulating token will be 
absent at the process, and hence the transition PT will not be 
enabled and SS will be chosen for execution.

From this example we see that by adding even very simple 
assumptions about tho progress of a behaviour in a global time we 
obtain properties which otherwise could not be derived. The 
example illustrates a need of modelling behaviours together with 
the information on how they proceed in time (lim ed teAaviaxiA#) .

Such a modelling should be adequate enough to reflect phenomena 
like causal dependency and independency, branching, waiting.



races, etc. , and it should allow to build models in a 
compositional way (cf. CMW3 and CM3).

servant of P

Figure 1

A MODEL
The causality and branching of a behaviour can be described by 

specifying the set of possible cvnfiguA^Uiono of this behaviour, 
where a configuration is the set of ev en lo of a bounded initial 
part of a particular run, and an event is a particular execution 
(occurrence) of an aclian (cf. CW1 and t MW] ). We assume that such 
a set P of configurations (a amfigusuUian oi'iuciu'i«. or a 
c- o OumUu /i« )  satisfies the following two conditions:
(CS1> 0 S e P for each nonempty S £ P which is bounded in P in

the sense that some p e P contains all s e S,
(CSS) U S 6 P for each S £ P which is bounded in P.
We define a run as a maximal S £ P such that U F e P for each 
finite F £ S. For each p s P we define:

e f iff e.f e p  and f e q implies o € q for all q e P  
such that q £ p.
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e & f iff e < f and f < e,P P P
© <  f iff e < f but not f < e.P P P

Finally, we represent each event as a pair e = (x,u), where u
stands for the executed action (u = body(e>) and x for a name of
the respective execution (x = name(e)), and we consider
c-structures up to icxrnur'ipAlomo, where an isomorphism is a
bijective correspondence between events that preserves
configurations and actions. Due to (CS1> the relations 5^
(relative cau&oA defiendetxcea) constitute a family of quasiorders
which is consistent in the sense that < is the respective
restriction of < whenever q £ p. Similarly for = (relative P P
coiftcWenc«*). Due to (CS2>, all the existing in P least upper
bounds of families of configurations are unions of such families.

The progress in time can be described for behaviours which can
be regarded as consisting of instantaneous events (cf. [MW)>.
A satisfactory description can be obtained by specifying for each
©vent 0 the e n a itin g  lime of © (entime(e>) and the execxUi&n lime

of e (extime(e)>. For a convenience we associate these data with
th© executed action rather than with the ©vent itself. Then the
respective event can be regarded as an execution of a specific
(lim ed ) action u =(n,s,t), where n stands for Che proper action
(n = ACTION(u>), s for the enabling time of u (s = ENTIME(u)),
and t for the execution time of u (t = EXTIME(u>). Consequently,
©ntiine(e) = ENTIME (body (e) >, ©xtime(o) = EXTI ME (body (©) ) , and we
may write action(e) = ACTION(body(e>>. In this mannsr we obtain
a representation of a timed behaviour in the form of a
c-structure with timed actions (a limed c-structure). We assume
that such a structure P satisfies the following two obvious
condi ti ons:
(TCS1) entime(e) < extime(©) for all e e U P,
(TCS2) extime(e> < extime(f) whenever e < f for some p e P.P
From (TCS2) we obtain that coincident events occur only 
si multaneousl y.

The information about enabling and execution times of events 
of behaviours allows us to refer to notions and properties which 
otherwise could not be expressed. We mention some of such notions 
and properties.
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Snapshots
A transitory global view ( . o n a f i a of a timed behaviour P can 

bo characterized as a configuration p <s P such that 
extime(e) < extime(f) for all e e p, f e q-p and q e P, where 
p £ q. Not all configurations are snapshots (the configuration q 
of P i n  figure 2 is not a snapshot). Nevertheless, we must 
consider all of them, not only snapshots, because all 
configurations play an essetial role in specifying the existing 
causality (by ignoring q in P in figure 2 we obtain an 
essentially different behaviour Q in which the occurrence of 
(b,0,2> and that of (a,0,1) are no more causally independent).
On the other hand, the set of snapshots of a timed behaviour P 
is a c-structure, written as snapshots(P).

To be a snapshot is not an intrinsic property of 
a configuration but a property of the position of this 
configuration in entire behaviour.

r r

P Q

Figure 2

Waltl no
The knowledge of enabling time and execution time of an event 

allows us to see whether and when the event was waiting for 
execution. An explanation of the reason of waiting is possible 
for behaviours which are eage/i in the sense that actions are 
executed without any unnecessary delay. Formally, we qualify the 
possible actions (and the respective events) as irUeAsuU (if they 
need not any participation of the respective environment) or 
rurrurU&ina/ (if they can be executed only with the aid of the 
respective environment), we say that a configuration is eager if 
each of its internal events is coincident either with a
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nonint&rnal ©vent or with an ©vent which is CAJUiuii in the sense 
that its enabling time and execution time are equal, and we say 
that a behaviour is eager if all its configurations are eager.
For example, the behaviour with configurations as in figure 3 and 
their unions, where a.b.c.d denote internal actions and +e
a noninternal action, is not eager because its configuration q is
not eager (the internal event of executing (c,0,l> is not 
critical). On the other hand, the part of this behaviour without 
q and the event of q is eager. The criticity of an event may be 
interpreted as a capability of triggering some other events 
whereas the lack of criticity as waiting for being triggered.

To be eager is an intrinsic property of a configuration (it 
depends only on the configurations contained in this 
configuration). The eager configurations of a timed behaviour P 
represent a behaviour eager(P) which is eager (the eager kernel 
of the given behaviour). Besides, cancellation of the events of 
configurations which are not eager has no impact on the causality
and branching in the set of remaining events.

s

Races
Some extra information about a timed behaviour can be, derived 

from the representing c-structure if we assume something about 
the mechanism of choice. A natural idea is to regard a behaviour 
as a race of ©vents, that is to assume that events are chosen for 
execution according to the principle "first ready - first chosen", 
where each choice takes no time and is made as soon as possible. 
Then only such runs are possible which consist of configurations 
containing only events which could possibly be chosen (heading 

configurations). Formally, we say that a configuration p of
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a timed behaviour P is leading if there is no pair (e,f) of 
internal events e € p and f e U P - p that satisfies the 
following three conditions:
(1 > extime (d) < extime(f) < extime(e) for all internal events d

such that d < e,P
(2) there exists a configuration q e P containing f and all

events d such that d < e and extime(d> < extime if),P
(3> there is no configuration r e P containing f and all

events d such that d < e.Pand we say that P is fcu>l if all configurations of P are leading. 
We illustrate this definition on example of a fragment of the 
behaviour of a part of a Petri net as shown in figure 4. where 
+A.+B.+C denote the noninternal actions of receiving a token 
along edges A,B.C. respectively, and D,E,F,G denote the internal 
actions of passing (= sending and receiving) a token along edges 
D.E.F.G, respectively. The configuration p is not leading (this 
can be seen considering the pair which consists of the event of 
executing (D,7,7) and the event of executing (G,6,6)), whereas q 
is leading. Consequently, the behaviour shown in figure 4 is not 
fast.

To be leading is not an intrinsic property of a configuration 
but a property of the position of this configuration in entire 
behaviour. The leading configurations of a behaviour P represent
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a behaviour which is fast (the fast kernel of P, written as 
fast(P>). Cancellation of events which do not belong to any 
leading configuration has no impact on the causality and 
branching in the set of remaining events.

COMPOSITIONAL.ITY
Specifications of causality and branching of behaviours in the

form of c-structures can be combined with the aid of suitable
operations (cf. CWJ and CMW]>.

A fxaAAttei cam rt9^Ui»n (P,Q) (-» PIIQ is crucial. It is defined
by considering some pairs (e,f> of noninternal events e e U .P and
f <= U Q as occurrences of c&nifitenienlasLy components of a Joint
action. More precisely, we assume that, for some pairs (u,v) of
noninternal actions, actions u and v are complementary components
of a single action written as u«v, and we define PIIQ as the set
of configurations r which arru>iot of some p e P and q e Q in the
sense that r = a^(p) U (q) with and defined by

a^(e) = ((0,e),body(e)> for e e p-a 1 (q),
(f > = ( (1 , f >, body (f > > for f eq-a(p),

c<0 (e) = (f > = (((O, e>, (1 , f ) >, body (e) .body (f>> for (e, f ) e a.
for a one-to-one correspondence a £ pxq such that
(PCI) body(e>"body(f) is defined for all (e,f) e a,
(PCS) the reflexive and transitive closure R of the relationa

defi ned by
(x,y> « R iff a 1 (x) < a 1 (y) or a 1 (x) S o . 1 (y) o* U p O  1 p i '
does not contain any pair (x,y) such that
a 1 (x) < a 1 (y) or a 1 (x> < a 1 (y>.O p O 1 p i '

Moreover, we have a cummaMan (P,Q) !-♦ P+Q (which takes
isomorphic copies of P and Q with disjoint U P and U Q and 
returns PuQ) . a (ViefixinQ Q t-> P;Q (which takes isomorphic copies 
of P and Q with disjoint U P and U Q and returns 
■Cpuq: p e P, q e Q, p maximal in P>), a laoUuicHon. P i-> P|K 
(which eliminates from P all events e with body(e) e K and the 
configurations containing such events), and a 'lenamlnff P h  Pf 
(which changes body(e) of each e e U P to f(body(e)> according to 
a mapping f). All these operations are continuous w. r. to the 
(\Aefjx <r'id<yi, defined by

P « Q iff P £ Q and q e p f o r  all q e Q such that q £ U P.
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This guarantees the existence of least solutions of fixed-point 
equations and allows to define with the aid of such equations a 
broad class cf continuous operations on c-structures. All these 
operations can be regarded as acting on isomorphism classes of 
c-structures.

Specifications of development of behaviours in time in the 
form of timed c-structures can be combined nearly as usual 
c-structures. The particularity of the case with time is that we 
consider timed actions, regard timed actions u and v as 
complementary if EXTXME(u) = EXTIME(v) and ACTION<u) and 
ACTION(v> are complementary in the usual sense, and define a 
composition of timed actions u and v as w such that 
ACTION(w> = ACTION<u).ACTION(v),
ENTIME(w) = max(ENTT ME (u),ENTIME(v)), 
and EXTIME(w) = EXTTME(u) = EXTIME<v>.
This particularity has some impact on the parallel composition, 
but formally we can make use of the standard definition.
Similarly for the remaining operations.

Features cf a result of combining timed c-structures depend on 
those of components. In the case of causality and branching this 
dependence is caaifuU itle with the respective operations in the 
sense that the causality and branching of the result are 
determined by those of components, not by the components as such. 
In the case of features which refer to the notion of time, like 
snapshots, eagerness, and fastness, the results are as follows.

Snapshots
A configuration of the parallel composition PIIQ of two timed 

behaviours P and Q is a snapshot only if it consists of 
configurations which are snapshots of the respective component 
behaviours. Consequently

snapshots <PIIQ) £ snapshots (P) II snapshots (Q) 
and the correspondence P i-» snapshots (P> is compatible with the 
parallel composition. Similarly for other operations. Moreover, 
each snapshot of snapshots(P) II snapshots<Q) is a snapshot 
of PIIQ. This implies

snapshots (PIIQ) = snapshots (snapshots <P> II snapshots (Q) > 
and consequently associativity up to isomorphism of the operation
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defined by (P,Q> i-* snapshots (PIIQ) for P,Q containing only
snapshots.

Eagerness
A configuration of the parallel composition PIIQ of two timed 

behaviours P and Q is eager only if it consists of configurations 
which are eager. Consequently

eager (PIIQ) £ eager (P) II eager (Q) 
and the correspondence P >-♦ eager (P) is compatible with the 
parallel composition. Similarly for other operations. Moreover, 
each eager configuration of eager (P) II eager (Q) is eager in PIIQ. 
Thi s i mplies

eager (PIIQ) = eager (eager (P) II eager (Q> ) 
and consequently associativity up to isomorphism of the operation 
defined by (P,Q> t-> eager (PIIQ) for eager P,Q.

Fastness
A configuration of the parallel composition PIIQ of two timed 

behaviours P and Q is leading only if it consists of 
configurations which are leading. Consequently 

fast (PIIQ) £ fast(P) II fast (Q) 
and the correspondence P »-* fast(P) is compatible with the 
parallel composition. Similarly for other operations. However, 
a configuration which is leading in fast (P) II fast (Q) need not 
be leading in PIIQ. For example, the configuration which can be 
obtained from p and q in figure 5 by combining (+a,0,2) with 
(-a.2,2), where (+a)-(-a) = a and where a,b are internal, is not 
leading in PIIQ.

Figure 5
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Moreover, the operation defined by (P.Q) fast<PIIQ> for fast 
P.Q is not associative, as it can be seen when composing P.Q.R in 
figure 6, where (+a)»(-a) = a, <+b>•<-b> = b, and where a.b.c are 
internal.

Figure 6

CONCLUSIONS
We have stated that the sets of snapshots, the sets of eager 

configurations, and the sets of leading configurations of timed 
c-structures are timed c-structures, and that the respective 
reductions are compatible with the considered operations on 
c-structuros. This gives us a possibility of dealing with 
particular classes of timed c-structures (c-structures consisting 
of snapshots, eager c-structures, and fast c-structures) and a 
possibility of modifying the operations on c-structures by a 
suitable reduction of results (for instance, the parallel 
composition of eager c-structures could be defined as the 
operation (P,Q) H> eager (PIIQ) >. However, in the case of fast 
c-structures this idea does not work well because the modified 
parallel composition is not associative (and thus we lose 
compositionality>. This suggests working with arbitrary timed 
c-structures and operations on arbitrary timed c-structures 
rather than with fast ones, and reducing only the respective 
final results, if needed.
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